Suffolk Thumb Latch, Yard Swing
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Please review ALL diagrams and instructions in full prior to beginning installation.
Use this instruction in place of those inside of the hardware box.

LATCH INSTALLATION
Install Latch after gate and hinges are installed.
1) This latch requires
a minimum of 5.5”
horizontal mounting surface. As all
installations will be
different, please pay special attention to
layout prior to drilling any holes.
2) With gate in closed position, determine appropriate latch height location. Drill a 1” diameter hole through the gate at the desired
location. It is best to drill from the latch bar
side because any tear out will be hidden
when the thumb plate is installed. The opposite side of the hole is visible so a clean cut
is most attractive.
3) Once the hole has been drilled, place the
thumb plate on the gate so that the bottom
of the bar that passes through the gate is
1/8” off the bottom of the 1” hole. Install with
6 screws provided. Raising it up 1/8” allows
free movement even if the wood expands.
4) Next, place the latch bar level so the bottom
of the latching bar rests on top of the protruding thumb bar. Install with 4 screws provided.
5) Place the catch on the post so the latching
bar is level while in the resting position. Install with 2 screws provided.
6) Finally, place the bar retainer over the latching bar and install level with the catch you
put on the post in step 5. Install with 2
screws provided.

STOP INSTALLATION
Failure to install gate stops will void warranties.
1) Cut stop to be at least as long as the gate’s edge height.
2) Mount stops to posts (or jambs, if applicable) using screws and/or
weatherproof wood glue (such as Titebond III). Position stop with 1/32”
gap between face of gate and stop when gate is closed.
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